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doubted its existence.143 The interesting part of the
obverse—indeed of the whole coin—is the lion's skin on
the Emperor's head., such a head-dress being usually
supposed to have been introduced by Cornmodus. It is,
however, well known that Hadrian paid special reverence
to Hercules as the tutelar deity of Spain, - his mother
Domitia Paulina having been born at Gades, and his
ancestors having been settled in Italica, in Spain.149 Many
of his coins give representations of Hercules,150 and on
some aurei there is the legend HERC. GADIT.151 Casau-
bon152has published two Greek imperial coins of Hadrian,
with the legends TO HPAKAEI SOTHPI AYI\ and AYT. A.
(ric K.) AAPIANOC CeBACTOC HPAKAHO POMAIOC, the
latter of which was doubted by Eckhel/53 who suggests
that it is probably misread for a coin of Commodus, who
called himself c< Hercules Romanus" on several of his
coins. The former is also probably misread,15*
148	«Numus	sed cnjus mihi fides nonnihil videtur
snspecta." JDoct. Sum. Yet. vol. vi. p. 509.    " Si modo genu-
inus is putandus est," p. 506.
149	Hadrian was not born at Italica, in Spain, as stated by
Eutropius (viii. 6) and Eusebius (Chron. 2155, p. 166, ed.
Scaliger), and as the remark of M. de Witte (Rev. Num. 1844,
p. 357) might lead us to suppose (Hadrien tirait son origin*
d?Italica\ but at Rome (" Natus est Roma ix. Cal. Feb. Ves-
pasiano septies et Tito quinqules coss." Spart. in Hadr. 1; c/.
Casaubon's Note, and Smith, Diet. of£iog.,B.v. Hadrian).
«° Cohen, m&. Imp. Nos. 372—378 ; c/. J. de Witte, Rn>.
Num. 1844, p. 356, pi. x. No. 13; 1845, p. 271,
wi Cohen, Jted. Imp. No. 267.
152	Annot. ad Spart. in Hadr. 13.
153	Doct. Num. Vet. vol. vi. p. 506.
154	Occo (Imp. Rom. Num. Antw.  1579)   has published a
coin of Trajan with the legend IMP. HERCVLES BOMA-
NVS OAE1S. AYG. P. P. 8. P. Q. R, OPT. PRIN,, but as
M. de Witte has already observed (£<?.), this piece is also mis-
read.
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